Museum history tells me that I have served as a board member since 2006, with a brief sabbatical in 2012. And, of course, my most recent stint was as board chair. I have had great fun co-chairing several fundraising events, kicking off the Benefactor’s Circle dinners, and enjoying the friendship and wide range of talents of our board members and staff. And I am kind of out of good ideas!

So now it’s time to introduce your new board chair, Larry Hanson, and talk about some great ideas that others have for the Museum going forward.

Larry joined the board in January of 2013 and assumed his duties as board chair in January of this year. He has been an excellent chair of the Personnel Committee, has climbed many ladders on our behalf, and is an overall super supporter of the Museum.

And new good ideas continue to flow from our staff and the board, including fundraising for development of a brand new Curiosity Center that will knock your socks off. And you will “Bee Amazed” when you experience the Museum’s new exhibit scheduled to open this May, 2018.

For now, I continue to serve on the board so I’ll see you around! And please continue to reflect with me on the wonder of our Museum!

Best regards,

ANNE J MILLER

Board Chair
WHO WE ARE

Deb Nelson
Museum Director

Leslie Strapon
Assistant Director

Emily Stone
Naturalist/Education Director

Haley Appleman
Naturalist

Kaylee Faltys
Curator

Jane Weber
Museum Mobile Educator

John Kudlas
Collections Monitor

Jayme Morey
Live Collections Assistant

Sue Thurn
Summer Teacher/Naturalist

Beda McKinney
Volunteer Coordinator

Beverly Bauer
Museum Shop Manager

Bethany Rouse & Amanda Kyle
Summer Naturalist Interns

5 dynamic full-time professionals

4 skilled part-time staff

1 amazing volunteer shop manager

17 committed board members

Over 700 dedicated members from all over the country

Many, many, many enthusiastic volunteers!
**Log Restoration of library building**

29ft of new logs, 60 gallons perma-chink
11 gallons of stain, 443 hours of labor

got the job done!

---

**50 Years of Excellence**

Got a fresh new look...

---

**The Written Word**

Lois Nestel started
*Wayside Wanderings*

Sue Benson wrote
*Nature Watch*
currently we have Emily Stone’s
*Natural Connections ...* which is now a podcast!

---

**Museum Gift Shop**

new manager: *Bev Bauer*

new tagline: *where the uncommon meets nature*

new product!

---

We threw ourselves a

50th Birthday Party

games, cake, music & fun!

---

Our Founder & Benefactor
Mary Griggs Burke

Our first Naturalist & Director
Lois Nestel
Endowment gave us $110,000 for operational spending.

The value we place on our volunteers: PRICELESS

OUR MORTGAGE under $177K

Shop Sales ↑ 5%

Expenses ↓ 15% from the previous year

We increased revenue in...
individual memberships by 5%, wildlife outreach programs by 40%, business memberships by 25%, admission by 5%

Event fundraising revenue overall...
was down from the previous year with the exception of the Summer Benefit

2017 REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$68,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memberships</td>
<td>$73,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraisers</td>
<td>$98,907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>$48,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowments</td>
<td>$120,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum Shop</td>
<td>$26,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Income</td>
<td>$18,076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$454,383</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2017 EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>$326,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits/Programs</td>
<td>$41,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest &amp; Fees</td>
<td>$8,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$18,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Expenses</td>
<td>$42,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$437,230</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Highlights

MuseumMobile taught 2672 students in ELEVEN schools

Joseph Jenkins Lecture Series started by Reverend Jenkins in 1966 sponsored by Museum since 1970 newly hosted at Museum in 2017

served 72 brews, 8 batches of popcorn, and ONE giant bag of Dot’s Pretzels.

Record Breaker! 120Lbs to break egg at Talon Talk!

2220 attended live animal programs

raptor mews renovations
3 windows & skylights

Playtime is “for the birds”
94 cardboard tubes & NEWSPAPER STRIPS: 260

65 kids experienced Junior Naturalist Programs

Found 70 fascinating bugs & 1 pile of bear scat

Learned 14 “Words of the Day”

School Field Trips fun educational experiences for

410 kids from 10 schools

ONE Naturalist/Pollinator Internship plus

ONE Cable Community Farm partnership equals

9 “pollinator parties” & 2,000 weeds pulled!!
What it means to be accredited by the American Alliance of Museums…

High Professional Standards
Increased level of professionalism through self study & education

Credibility & Accountability
National recognition of commitment to excellence & the highest professional standards

Continuous Improvement
The Museum will achieve reaccreditation every 10 years

Clearer Sense of Purpose
Understanding our strengths, goals & mission

Leverage and Support
Access to grants, traveling exhibits & collections

Sustainability & Stronger Institution
Sustained organizational development through education on best practices & standards

Collections & Accreditation

Specimens accessioned into our collections this year: 198

45% of Northwoods megafauna species (mammals native to our northwoods habitat large enough to see with the naked eye) are now represented in our collections.

153 birds, 55 mammals, 5 reptiles, 8 amphibians!

Traveling Collections Program
6 local business partners - three in Cable & three in Hayward - are featuring 20 specimens from our collections!
**Summer Benefit**

Back to Our Roots
Golden Anniversary

1 original song penned by Randy Sabien in celebration of 50 years!

Funds raised sent staff on several professional development outings

$32,000 netted

---

**Force for Nature**

fundraiser for exhibit development

8 teams competed at Trivia for the TROPHY!

---

**Benefactor’s Circle**

held at the historic

**FOREST LODGE ESTATE**

in honor of our 50th Anniversary

---

**GARDEN TOUR**

5 diverse gardens

fruits & veggies

native flowers, grasses & shrubs

gorgeous weather

---

**6th Annual CNHM Golf Classic**

40 GOLFERS

great weather & green fairways

$8300 for programs & operations
THANK YOU MEMBERS & DONORS!
* Members  # Debt Retirement  ^ Benefactor’s Circle

**Dragonfly $5000 & above**
- Jamieson Charitable Foundation#
- Henry and Jodi Kingdon*^  
- Bruce and Paula Lilly
- Julie Louis*#  
- Josephine Louis
- Pete and Colleen McIntyre^  
- Jim and Anne Miller#  
- Justin and Kerry Moreland
- Gary and Priscilla Nei*#^  
- Steven and Julie Riley*^  

**Loon $2500 to $4999**
- Craig and Elizabeth Aase*
- Ron and Patty Anderson*#^  
- Bill and Gretchen Hannaford*#^  
- Ed and Adrian Hilz*  
- Bill King and Wendy Hanneman*^  
- Lynn Larson and Deb Pyne*^  
- Bill and Beda McKinney*#^  
- Patricia Stoffers*  
- Jerrold Winters and Signe Backus*  

**Woodduck $1000 to $2499**
- Bill and Bev Bauer*^  
- Orlando and Dorothy Behling*^  
- Richard and Sally Bond^  
- Joseph Brady and Delores Acuna*#^  
- Ron Caple*^  
- Travis Cinco and John Pershing*  
- Jasper and Cynthia Daube*^  
- Buck and Joan Foot*^  
- Fritz and Kathryn Friday*^  
- John and Susan Hand*^  
- Stuart and Gail Hanson*^  
- Greg and Jane Henderson*^  
- Bruce and Sharon Hendry^  
- Paul and Beth Howard*#  
- Dennis Howard^  
- Jon and Carrie Hulburd^  
- Thomas and Barbara Johnson*#^  
- Imogene Johnson*  
- Quentin and Elizabeth Johnson*^  
- Fisk Johnson  
- Harold W. and Roxana Keland*  
- Robert Keller and Catherine Kestle*#^  
- Craig L. Leipold and Helen Johnson^  
- Hank Louis^  
- Scott and Stacey McKinney*^  
- Joe and Peggy Moreland*  
- Ralph and Carolyn Owen*#^  
- Marvin Pertzik and Tom Williams*^  
- Bob and Corinne Rasmussen*^  
- Tom and Judy Rowley*^  
- Larry and Audrey Sanderson*#  
- Bill and Susan Sands*^  
- Barbara Sealey*  
- W.D. Stewart and Kimberly Louis-Stewart  
- Todd and Sarah Stivland*  
- Fred Stratton Jr. and Anne Stratton*^  
- Mike and Cheryl Trieschmann  

**Painted Turtle $500 to $999**
- Bob and Betty Avant*  
- Fred and Theresa Boetcher*  
- Sarah Boles and Adrian Wydeven*  
- Jack and Bobby Brose*  
- James Coors and Ann Pollock*  
- Jeff and Kristin Dahl*  
- Barb and Frank Farrell  
- Chris Frasch*  
- Nathan Garrett and Ingrid Larson*  
- Lee and Bev Gehrke*  
- Larry and Teri Hanson*#  
- Clint and Kylie Harris  
- Abett Icks*^  
- John B. and Anita Jamieson  
- Jim and Mary Krook*  
- David Lilly, Jr. and Diane Lilly  
- Tim and Amy Louis  
- Clifton D. and Rosella Louis*  
- Tom McLeod and Bonnie Huppert*  
- Gary and Pat Nehring*  
- Bob Parsonage and Ruth Lull*  
- Douglas and Lisa Pearson  
- Bruce and Sara Qualey*  
- Patrick and Susan Quinn  
- Patsy Schroeder*  
- Ed Spire and Tanya Evanoff*  
- Peter and Frances Tsolinas*
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**Monarch $250 to $499**
Richard and Finette Magnuson*
Ryan and Lisa McKinney*
Jeffrey and Missy Stepanek*
Brad and Maureen Palmer*#
Ned and Kathy Zuelsdorff*
Peter and Jessica Hand*
Eric and Nanette Rasmussen
Allen and Connie Faltys
John and Jeanne Fifield*
Donald and Priscilla Henn*
Ferd and Barbara Klobucar*
Bob and Gretchen MacCarty*
Duane and Jane Tvenge
Elizabeth Holland & Michael Choate*
Richard and Elizabeth Uihlein*
Willard Danker*
Christopher Anzalone & Ann Brose*
Jim and Ellie Beck*
Richard and Carol Elliker*
Fred and Peggy Haueter*
Richard Minkley and Susan Hunter*
Robert Nagel*
Jodi Pfaff Gillman & Mark Gillman*
Bill and Barbara DeVries*
Roger Dreher*
Mick and Beth Endersbe
Barbara Forster*
David and Evalyn Frasch*
Mike and Penny Hucovski
Lanny and Judy Neider*
Michael and Mary Wood*
Tom and Kristin Dew*
Terry and Rita Miller*
Ruth Bachman
Terry and Susan Borman*
Brian Bowman and Jan Sharp*
Brad Budzisz and Susan Trankel*
Randy and Martha Carson*
Joanne Cleary*
Greg and Marilyn Franzen*
Sue Funk and Wood Kidner*
Thomas and Cassie Gerbig
Lawrence and Vivianne Hanke*
Virginia Henke*
Jerry and Geralynn Kottschade*
Edward Labedz & Kathleen McElligott*
Steve and Judy Lewis*
David and Gretchen Lindgren*
Steve and Julie Maciosek*
Anne-Cecile McElroy*
Lavonne Middleton
Tim and Gail Moore*
Birgit Moxon*
Edward and Lorain Olsen*
Patricia Sandstrom*
Olen and Barbara Spurgeon*
Denise Taddonio & Jonathan Nagel*
Steven Wilson and Carol Blum*

**Whitetail $100 to $249**
Paul and Diane Aichele*
Morteza and Julie Ameli*
Gary and Carol Anderson*
Dennis and Cindy Appleman*
Mark Avery
Bill and Beverly Barrett*
Karen Basel and Janet Burke*
Don Basterash and Cari Hartman*
David and Barbara Bellis*
Marilyn Benande and Jackie Emerson*
William and Dorie Beres*
Robert and Janis Bergum*
Marilu Bintz
Norris and Eileen Bjorngaard
Gayle Blake and Bill Roberts*
Barbara Bolitho
Angelo and Virginia Bollero*
Randy Borchardt and Joan Cervenka*
Larry and Karen Bowman*
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Rick Brakken
Marilyn Brannin and C.C. Kinnaird*
Margie and Tom Braun*
Sarah Bro*
Phil and Jinny Brown*
Tim Browne and Tom Nelson*
Donald and Carol Buckman*
Richard and Marty Buckwalter*
Bob and Gretchen Burns*
Shirley Byrd*
Edward and Linda Calhan*
Roger and Ellyn Carlson*
Juels and Sally Carlson*
Jack and Kathleen Carlson*
Peter and Carol Carryer
Dave and Colleen Carter*
Thomas and Nancy Chisholm*
Donn and Ann Christensen*
Rex and Barbara Clevenger*
Robert Cochrane & Denise Scharlemann*
Thomas H. and Jan Cogbill*
Connie Cozzolino-Smith*
Gary Crandall and Sara Balbin
Jim and Mimi Crandall*
Bob and Sue Dale*
Teresa Dale-Pfister*
Patrick and Sarah Delaney*
Jim and Dianne Deroma*
Neil and Diana Devroy*
Ann Donahue*
Mary Dresser*#
Roger and Peggy Edvenson
Susan Eisenhauer and Marc Levy*
Susan and Doug Elsass*
Ken and Carol Engelhart*
Bryan Ettestad
Craig Florine*
Robert Flowers*
Fred and Marie Friswold
Thomas Gallagher and Ruth Bachman
Bill and Marjorie Ganzel*
George and Sylvia Gillberg*
Brad and Mary Jo Gingras*
Kim Giusfredi*
John and Ann Goellner*
Steven and Mary Gonske*#
Lowell and Merry Gordon*
Glenn and Dianne Grage*
Colleen Graham and John Garrett*
Doris Green*
Roger and Penelope Hage*
Arthur and Katie Hancock*
Terry and Fran Hansen*
Nancy Hanson*
Ray and Carrie Harney*
Patrick and Renee Harty*
Sandy and Allen Harvey*
Robert and Kate Hauer*
Thomas and Lisa Hawkinson*
Jeff and Teresa Henn*
Allen and Joanne Hesse*
Gabriello and Matt Hester*
John and Amy Higgins*
Len and Rita Higgins*
Robert and Ellen Hitchcock*
Jim and Barbara Jabrofsky*
Jennifer and Bob Jacobs*
Virginia and Deborah Jamieson*
Paul Jenkins*
Phillip and Kathi Jensen*
Caryljean Johnson*
Eldon and Penny Johnson*
Dean and Kathryn Johnson*
Dianne and Lew Johnson
Tom Jorndt
John and Marlen Kaiser*
Mitch and Jody Kane*
Clarence Karow*
Carol Karsten*
Charles and Helen Kennedy*
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Dorothy Kerekes*
John and Lynda Kern*
William and Deanna Kerr*
Glenn Kimmel and Lynn Sterling*
Allan and Betsy Kind*
Kathleen Klecker
Kristine Kneifel
Terry and Mary Kohler
Bruce and Marilyn Konkler*
Dick and Margaret Korthauer*
Thomas and Jean Kraker*
Donald and Joan Krasny*
John and Donna Kudlas*#
Barbara Kurten*
Glenn and Claire Laedtke*
John and Claudette Lamprecht*
John and Holly Lang*
Charlie Larson Jr. and Angie Larson*
George and Ann Lawson
Monica Lee*
John and Susan Leighton*
Irv and Gwen Lerner*
Tom and Sarah Letke*
John and Mary Lintula*
Ray and Kathleen Lorenz*
Steve and Amy S. Louis
Jim Ludwig and Ellen Jensen*
Carol Lund*
Gordon Lund*
Michael Madigan*
Judy Maifeld*
Mike and Jane Mandli*
Elisabeth Mason*
Tom Matthiae*#
Michael and Margy Mayer*
Mark and Diane McCary
Craig and Betsy McNulty*
Mick and Pam Meinert*
Dick and LJ Menzel
Joseph and Tracy Merrill
Jim and Janet Miller*
Fritz and Lynda Morlock*
George and Ann Morris*
Paul and Sandra Mroz*
Garrett Mulrooney*
Larry and Kerry Myhra*
Tom and Tammy Naleid*
Glade and Marie Nelson*
David Nemeč*
Dennis and Catherine Niewoehner*
George Noble and Joyce Daugaard*
Daniel Nolin & Janna Hansen-Nolin*
Jon and Susan Nymo*
David and Charlene Ohnstad*
Sandy Olson*
Franco and Susan Pagnucci*
Dan and Jeanne Patenaude*
Robert and Jan Paulik*
Charlie and Sarah Pearce*
Deanna and Mike Persson
Sharon Peterson*
Kent and Martha Petrie
Matt and Kristin Pierre*
Timothy Poole and Jane Blocker
Gerald and Christine Popenhagen*
Virgil and Nancy Rabe*
Donald and Rosalind Rahn*
Kelly and Diana Randolph*
Charles and Eleanor Raths*
Lee and Sandy Richardson*
Mike and Mary Riewe*
Mary Ringelstetter
Tom and Esther Rondeau*
Ed Ronkowski & Margo McDermed*
Suzanne Rooney*
Elliott Ross & Karin Stewart Ross*
Rose Rothstein*
Ralph and Julie Rottier*
Thomas Rushfeldt & Brenda Fake*
Kathleen Russell*
Scott and Karen Weier*
Ken and Tamara Weil*
John and Ann Welauer*
Michael and Wendy Wethington*
Patrick and Kerry Wethington*
Kim and Carol Williams*
Shelly Wilson and Mike Most*
Al and Kathy Woodward*
Irene Yungerman and Linda Capone*
David Zimmerman & Roxanne Bartsh

Deb Ryun*
Irvin and Mary Sather*
Joseph and Kristen Scardina*
Bill Schulz and Diane Lillis*
Myron and Cindy Schuster*
Richard and Delores Seidl*
Steven Siemers and Sara Brose*
Diane Signorelli and Cindy Beagle*
John and Julie Sirianni*
Steven Smith and Wendy Wood*
Richard and Cida Smith*
Jeff and Brenda Smits*
Carolyn Sneed*
Joe and Lindsay Sokolowski*
Steve Sorensen and Mary Maguire*
George and Susan Spiel
John Steensland and Betsy Kell*
Gary and Carol Stodieck*
Emily Stone and Drew Guttormson*
Larry and Margaret Stone*
Georgene Stratman*
Meg and Steve Swanson*
Bob and Sue Swenson*
Bill Thomas and Cheryl Johnson*
William and Connie Ton*
John and Kine Torinus*
Rob and Mary Trousdale*
John and Kathy Uffenbeck*
Jeff and Jill Ulm*
Gene and Jean Van DeWalker*
Edward and Patricia Vernier*
Scott and Sue Wald*
Jean Wald*
Craig and Lynn Wallace*
Daniel and Rhonda Waller*
Scott Warren and Anita Cloeter*
Susan Warren and Lyndee Salo*
Jonathan M. and Michelle Weaver
Nancy Weaver*
Jane Weber and Tom Erickson*

Trillium $1 to $99
Gordon and Kristi Adell*
Mark and Debra Ahstrom*
Tony Albright and Beth Walton*
Cynthia Alf*
Mary Ann Allen*
Leonard and Carol Anderson*
Christine Anderson*
Ray and Carolyn Anderson*
Thomas Appleman*
Andrew and Lisa Arthur*
Faith Bailey*
Bill and Ellie Baldus*
Rose Baldwin
Dale and Laurie Balousek*
Tim and Beth Barnes*
David and Cheryl Bartlett*
Mel Baughman*
Dave and Jeanie Baum
Jeanne Baxter*
Abigail Behling
Judy Benedict*
Jane Benson*
Ron and Kathy Bergin*
Irv and Janet Berlin*
Scott and Adu Gindy Bertas*
Sarah Besadny*
Don and Diane Beyl*
John and Andrea Bidwell*
Mike and Sharon Bingen

James and Judith Blackford*
Rob Blair and Terrance Kieffer*
Troy and Jodi Bluske*
Anne and Donna Boguslavsky*
Helen Bolgrien*
Paul Bourget
David and Suzanne Bowen*
Steve and Mary Braddock*
Jim and Sybil Brakken*
Tom Brilla*
Kenneth Bro and Becky Brown
Scott and Dori Brown*
Edd and Laurie Brown*
David Bucholz and Marti Starr*
Sarah Buening*
Joe and Lise Buonocore*
David and Kim Butler*
Scott and Julia Campbell
Anna and Steve Carlson*
Andrea Carroll*
Linda Carter*
Kevin and Barbara Chapman*
Alyssa Clelend*
Thomas and Joan Correll
Dale Crusoe*
Pete and Barb Czarnecki
Michael and Mary D'Andrea*
Bonnie and Don Dealing*
Debbie Detzner*
Rudy Dick*
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Kristi Dietz*
Dolores Dumanch*
Ray and Malu Dums*
Ron and Joan Dungey*
Denise Dupras*
Robert Duram and Carole Cole*
Bruce and Marlene Ehresman*
Aimee Elmer*
Tom and Judy Emerson*
Greg and Beth Engel*
Jim and Joy Erickson*
Charlie and Jeanine Evenson*
Patricia and Mike Feldner*
Brian and Heidi Fereday*
Larry and Linda Fischer
Margaret Flowers*
Christopher and Jennifer Foot*
Craig and Debbie Forneris*
Russ and Michelle Forrester
Brett and Jodi Fredericks*
Kathleen Fullin*
Eileen Furlong
Jerome and Erica Gardner*
Lowell and Elizabeth Garrett
Thom and Cindy Gerst*
Sharon Goodacre*
Harry and Janet Gougar*
Jonathan and Rebecca Greenwald*
Hjalmer and Jackie Gunderson*
Scott Haan & Kimberly Marksman*
Alice Hack*
Trudy Halla*
Bethany Hansen
Jean Hansen and Joe Zirn*
Bruce and Barb Harick*
Paul and Sally Harris*
Brian Heeringa*
Tom and Carol Heinrich*
Barbara Helser*
Richard and Marilyn Hemsey*
Chuck and Susan Henderson*
Greg and Joanie Henning*
Bob and Eleanor Herkert*
Bob Hilbert*
Dan and Judy Hinman*
Peter and Wendy Hitch*
Jay and Judy Hoeschler
Bob and Shirley Holt*
Michael and Minna Houlihan
Harry and Barb Howe*
Katrina Hull and Tom Held*
Pete and Bobbi Huot*
Dennis and Susan Isernhagen*
Rebecca Iverson*
Robert and Pamala Jacobel*
Walt and Jill Jaeger*
Bill and Toni Jansen*
Ed Johnston
Marilyn Dee Jones & Carol Hunter*
Patricia Joswick
Jerry and Lea Justice*
Jim and Nova Kane*
Dorothy Keifer*
Tom Keiser and Eileen Furlong*
Michael and Martha Kelly*
Patrick and Eleanor Kelly*
Sue Killinger & Shannon Schuster*
Phil King and Judy Newberry*
Jennifer Kish & Katherine Johnson*
Vern and Carol Klotz*
Dianne Klump*
Frank Koehn and Lois Palmer*
Keith Kooning & Patricia Murphy*
Bunk and VaLois Kofal*
Matthew and Amanda Koshollek*
Jim and Judy Krueger*
Doug and Jackie Kruse*
Andrea and Jim Krygoski*
Dan and Leah Kunkel*
Ron and Lynn Kunz*
Brad and Georgene Kunze*
Alan and Kathy Lang*
Angela Larson*
John and Martha Laubach
Raymond and Michele Lee*
Dianne Leider and Liz Tott*
Richard and Marilyn Leifheit
Kristine Lendved*
Connie Leopold*
William and Suzanne Lind*
Christine Lindsey*
Carl and Debra Lippert*
Roman and Ursula Lucyk*
Marilyn Lundberg*
Karl Lundeen and Terri Lundeed*
Jan MacFarlane*
Steve and Annie Mach*
Marcus and Gina Magnuson*
Joann Malek*
Dan Malesevich*
Bill Maloney & Elizabeth Wroblewski*
Earl and Sharon Manthey*
Brian and Christine McCaffery*
Mike and Mickie McGuiness*
Dave and Kitty McKee*
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Betsey McKinney*
Suzanne McNear
Connie Meek*
Tom and Diane Menard*
Steven and Mary Menk*
Elaine Meo*
James and Mary Merchant*
Robert Metcalf & Geraldine Donnelly*
Kay Meyer*
Sue Meyer*
Phil and Becky Milam*
Scott and Linda Milburn
Mark and Shellie Milford*
Fred and Jolene Miller
Ron and Cheryl Miller*
Paul and Bonnie Miller*
Joshua and Marilee Miner*
Karl Minges and Cathy Midwood*
Charles and Helen Mortensen*
David and Deborah Mroz
Bill and Karla Mullen*
Greg and Erin Munson*
Gary and Beth Murphy*
David and Lynne Murphy
John and Marla Nachtshiem*
Joe and Katie Naylor*
Roger Nelson*
Deb and Brad Nelson*
Eli Nemer and Anne Torrey*
Jim and Donna Nickel*
Norman & Kari Nitzkowski*
Kelly Norland and Barb Clements*
Tom and Barb Oatman
Greg and Mollie Olsen*
Derek Olson*
Robert Olson*
Stanley and Jackie Olson*
Ruth Oppedahl*
Tom and Sheila Ossowski*
Jim and Karen O'Steen*

Kevin and Lorraine Overturf*
Ori-Anne and Paul Pagel*
Lois Palmer and Frank McGuire*
Cary and Mary Palmer*
Roberto Palombi & Stephanie Bunton*
Brad and Linda Parker
Pat Parker and Linda Johnson*
Esther Parker*
Analee Paul*
Kathe Pava*
Tom and Doreen Pearson
Jim and Evonne Pedersen*
Paul Pedersen and Suzie Slota*
Lisa Peifer*
Skip and Caroline Perkins*
Cecelia Peterson*
Geraldine Petlock*
Dick and Mary Jo Plummer*
Barbara Popeka*
Arlyn Posekany and Todd Turner*
Donna Post*
David and Susan Racher*
John Radloff and Erika Kurtz*
Jeffery and Patricia Raether*
Charles and Jerelean Rang*
Barbara Rang*
Hans and Lynn Rasmussen*
Alex and Margaret Reid*
Barbara Reuss*
Jerry and Connie Robotka*
Marvin and Shirley Roloff*
John and Julie Rose*
Jennifer and Marilyn Rosemurgy*
Mark and Karen Rosen*
John and Judy Ruth*
Sherry Ryther*
Gail Saari*
Stephanie and Mark Sandberg*
Harry Sarazin and Grace Fisher*
Robert Sasman
James and Chawn Schaff*
Nancy and James Schemensky*
Mike and Amanda Schlafke*
Wally and Mary Lou Schlafke*
Kathryn Schmidt
Joann Schneider*
Kevin Schram and Ellie Williams*
Tom and Lana Schuette*
Tom Schultz*
Jo Ann Schultz*
Gary and Linda Seidler*
Robert and Lorena Selim*
John and Suzanne Severson*
James Seward*
Frank Shelton and Claire Dulgar
Bruce and Joan Shumway*
Dan and Arlene Sikora
Brad and Barbara Simonson*
Ken and Cookie Skultety*
Scott and Paulette Smith*
Robert and Ann Somers*
David Steimer & Phyllis Stratman*
Mary Stenberg & Rick Pomerleau*
Everette and Joleen Stinson*
Laura Stojek*
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George Stone
Patricia Summerfield*
Jerry and Kristine Swanson*
Tim and Jenny Swift*
Michael Teff*
Dave and Carol Thibault*
Dodson and Kris Thompson*
Frank Thompson
David and Kathleen Tomasula*
Wayne Trowbridge*
Meghan and Aistis Tumas*
John and Cheryl Umbeck*
Ruth Ann Unseth*
Terry and Judy Valen*
William and Mary Van Evera*
Kyle and Diana Vance-Bryan*
Wayne and Linda Vanderploeg*
Julie Vandre*
John and Vivian Vaudreuil*
Ed and Monica Wallen*
Wayne and Sue Weege*
Andy Weidert and Shahla Werner*
Jan-Marie Weiler and Marje Ohm*
Jon and Jessica Wekkin*
George and Yulia Welk*
Marcia Wellnitz*
Carol Werner*
Ray and Marcia Whaley*
Doug and Therese White*
William and Bethe Wiberg*
Jack and Mary Wichita*
Michael and Sharon Wick*
Susan Wiik & Katie Barrett Wiik*
Bradley and Linda Wildes*
Brad and Sarah Wilkinson*
David and Barbara Wille
Anita Wilson*
David Wiltrout*
Susan Witt*
Roland and Birgit Wolff*
Bruce and Maria Wulff*
Dave and Cathy Yohnk*
Chad and Mary Young*
Mary and Paul Zaander*
Donald and Susan Zabel*
Robert and Janet Zeilenga*
Frank Zufall*

Gifts Given in Memory of
Ted Benson
Robert and Ellen Hitchcock
Annabel Gram
Joe and Lise Buonocore
John Karsten
Robert Matlock and Michelle Karsten
Dr. Walter Marek
Russell Breitwieser
Beverly Eighmy
Ruthan Gagner
Barbara Hanson
Mark and Christine Simpson
Dorothy Youngren
Barbara Wicks
Bruce and Maria Wulff
Clayton McKinney
Bill and Beda McKinney
Ruth Mroz
Paul and Sandra Mroz
Beverly Nelson
Roger Nelson
Jerry Olson & Bradley Olson
Sandy Olson
James & Ruth Weaver
Rachel Croatt
Keith Whaley
Thomas and Sandra Blumenberg
Donald Kluxdal
Ray and Martha Moeller
Dorothy Taylor
Ray and Marcia Whaley

Gifts Given in Honor of
Sara Balbin
Richard and Kimberly Ford
Sarah Blaskey
Blaskey, Mark
Joe Brady
Eric Mays
Ron Caple
Krook, Jim & Mary
Vicki Damron
Janet Dow
Anne Miller
John B. and Anita Jamieson
Michael Pearson
Bruce and Joan Shumway
THANK YOU MEMBERS & DONORS
For making it all possible!

Grantors 2017
Duluth-Superior Area Community Foundation
National Resources Foundation of Wisconsin
Xcel Energy Foundation

Business Members 2017
Advanced Printing of Hayward
Anderson Hager & Moe, CPA's
Andry Rasmussen & Sons, Inc.
Apostle Islands Realty, Inc.
Apple Awards, Inc.
Ashland Ford Chrysler
Bear Country
CAMBA
Cable Chiropractic Clinic SC
Cable Lumber & Home
Century 21 / Woods to Water Realty
CF Web Services
Chequamegon Fat Tire Festival
Chippewa Valley Bank
Comfort Suites
Coop's Pizza Parloure
Delta Diner
Dragonfly Studio
Edward Jones Investments
Hawksford Larson Dental Care, LLC
Hayward Community Credit Union
Hayward Fly Fishing Company
Heart Graphics Inc.
Joanne Cleary Insurance
Johnson Bank
Johnson's Resort
King Realty
Lakewoods Resort
Lee's Trees

Number of Business Members Increased 19% from 44 to 54
Lenroot Lodge, Mooselips & Sawmill Saloon
Loon Saloon
Marketplace Foods & Liquor
Marsh & McLennan Agencies, Inc
McKinney Realty
Mogasheen Resort
Nelson Lumber / Floor to Ceiling
Northern De-Lites
Northern Lakes Cooperative
Northern Lawn Sport & Equipment
Northern Native Plantscapes
Norvado
Otter Bay Resort
Parker Electric
Redbery Books
Rick Gruel Landscaping
Rondeau's Shopping Center
Rookery Pub at Cable Nature Lodge
Telemark Vacation Condos
The Brick House Café & Catering
Treeland Resorts
Trimmer Trees, Inc.
Whispering Pines Gift & Gallery
Winter Greenhouse
Xcel Energy
THANK YOU!

MISSION
Connecting people to Northwoods nature through educational experiences that inspire wonder, discovery, and responsibility.

PO Box 416
13470 County Highway M
Cable, WI 54821
715-798-3890
cablemuseum.org